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Abstract. Scheduling in Real-time systems differs from scheduling in conventional models in two principal ways: (a) Parameter variability, (b) Existence of
complex constraints between jobs. Our work focusses on variable execution times.
Whereas traditional models assume fixed values for job execution time, we model
execution times of jobs through convex sets. The second feature unique to realtime systems, is the presence of temporal relationships that constrain job execution. Consider for instance the requirement that job 1 should conclude 10 units before job 2. This can be modeled through a simple, linear relationship, between the
start and execution times of jobs 1 and 2. In real-time scheduling, it is important
to guarantee a priori, the scheduling feasibility of the system. Depending upon the
nature of the application involved, there are different schedulability specifications
viz. Static, Co-Static and Parametric. Each specification comes with its own set
of flexibility issues. In this paper, we present a framework that enables the specification of real-time scheduling problems and discuss the relationship between
flexibility and complexity in the proposed model. We motivate each aspect of our
model through examples from real-world applications.

1 Introduction
In this paper, we describe the features of our real-time scheduling framework called
the E-T-C ( Execution-Time-Constraints ) Real-Time Scheduling model. Real-time
scheduling differs from traditional scheduling in two fundamental ways, viz. non-constant
execution times and the existence of complex constraints (such as relative timing constraints) between the constituent jobs of the underlying system. A traditional scheduling
model such as the one discussed in [14] and [3] assumes that the execution time of a
job is a fixed constant. This assumption is not borne out in practice; for instance the
running time of an input dependent loop structure such as for(  to  ) will depend
upon the value of  . Secondly, jobs in a real-time system are often constrained by complex relationships such as: Start job  within units of Job  completing. Traditional
scheduling literature does not accommodate constraints more complex than those that
can be represented by precedence graphs.
Our scheduling model is composed of sub-models, viz. the Job model, the Constraint model and the Query model. The Job model describes the type of jobs that we are
interested in scheduling. The Constraint model is concerned with the nature of relationships constraining the execution of the jobs. The Query model specifies what it means
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for a set of jobs to be schedulable, subject to constraints imposed as per the Constraint
model. An instance of a problem in the E-T-C model is specified by instantiating the
variables in the sub-models.
We focus on the following issues:
(a) Designing a framework that enables specification of real-time scheduling problems,
and
(b) Studying instantiations of interest in this framework.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section  2 describes the Job model
within the E-T-C scheduling framework. The Constraint model is discussed in the
succeeding section viz. Section  3. Section  4 details the Query model and presents the
types of queries that we consider in this thesis. Each aspect of the E-T-C scheduling
framework is motivated through an example from real-time design. A classification
scheme for Scheduling problems in the E-T-C model is introduced in  5.

2 Job Model in E-T-C
Assume an infinitely extending time axis, starting at time  . This axis is divided into
intervals of length  ; these intervals are ordered and each interval is called a scheduling
window e.g.   represents the first scheduling window,    represents the second
scheduling window and in general,  !#"$&%' ()  represents the +*!, scheduling window.
We are given a set of ordered, non-preemptive, jobs -.0/123' 45676698;: , with start
times /3<=2&<749676'<&8;: and execution times /&>523>&456676>&8;: .  is the period of the jobset and all jobs execute periodically in each scheduling window. We remark that nonpreemptive jobs form the bulk of real-time applications in mission-critical tasks [11].

3 Constraint Model in E-T-C
The executions of the jobs in the job-set - ( discussed in the above section ) are constrained through relationships that exist between their start times and execution times.
In the E-T-C model, we permit only linear relationships; thus the constraint system on
the job-set is expressed in matrix form as :
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where,
–
–
–
–

CA H
  <=23<&45676'<&8  is an I" vector, representing the start times of the jobs;
D A H >52=J>34=6767J>38  is an I" vector representing the execution times of the jobs;
?
G A is a KMLN I matrix of rational numbers, called the constraint matrix;
H O 2 O 4 676'O#P is an KQ" vector of rational numbers,
Observe that System (1) can be rewritten in the form:
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We can also use the finish times [5\ of jobs in relationships. Since the jobs are nonpreemptive, the relation: <&\ S >3\]^[=\ holds for all jobs 9\ and hence our expressiveness
where,

is not enhanced by the inclusion.
System (1) is a convex polyhedron in the  I dimensional space, spanned by the
start time axes /=<=23<&41667'<&8;: and the execution time axes /&>52&J>3416676>&8;: .
The execution times are independent of the start times of the jobs; however they may
have complex interdependencies among themselves. This interdependence is expressed
by setting
D`
(3)
A _ba
where a is an arbitrary convex set. We regard the execution times as
belonging to the set a .
The ordering on the jobs is obtained by imposing the constraints:

I"

vectors

<&\ S >3\cEd<&\ e 2 gfhFi9676'JIj"k1
?

The ordering constraints are included in the matrix in (1).
a
? The Constraint model can be adapted to special situations by restricting either or
or both. The following advantages result from such restrictions:
– A model that more accurately describes the requirements of the current situation,
– Faster algorithms for schedulability queries, and
– More efficient dispatching schemes.
In  3.1,  3.2 and  3.3 we discuss restrictions to the convex set
?
and  3.6 deal with restrictions to the constraint matrix .
3.1

a

, while  3.4,  3.5

The Axis-parallel Hyper-rectangle domain

As specified above, the set a in the Constraint model can be an arbitrary convex domain. One domain that finds wide applicability is the axis-parallel hyper-rectangle domain ( henceforth abbreviated as aph ). The Maruti Operating System [8–10] estimates
running times of jobs by performing repeated runs so as to determine upper and lower
bounds on their execution time. Accordingly, the running time of job  \ , viz. > \ , belongs
to the interval  l \ Jm \  , where l \ and m \ denote the lower and upper bounds on the execution time as determined by empirical observation. These independent range
variations are the only constraints on the execution times.
Observe that during actual execution, > \ can take any value in the range  l \ )m \  .
The aph domain possesses two useful features:
– A specification that is tractable for this domain is also tractable for arbitrary convex
domains [23],
– A specification that is provably “hard” for arbitrary convex domains is also “hard”
for this domain [18].
Thus when proving complexity results ( especially hardness results ), it suffices to
focus on the aph domain only.
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3.2

The Polyhedral domain

A feature of machining systems such as the ones discussed in [25] and [7] is the active
interdependence of execution times on each other. For instance, the requirement that
the sum of the speeds of two axes  2 and  4 not exceed n is captured by: > 2 S > 4 Edo .
Polyhedral domains are generalizations of the aph domains discussed above.
3.3

Arbitrary Convex Sets

Even polyhedral domains cannot capture the requirements of Power Systems in which
there exists quadratic constraints on the execution times. For instance, the spherical
4
4
4
constraint > 2 S > 4 S 67J> 8 Eqp=Jpsrq captures the requirement that the total power
spent in the system is bounded by p [2] .
3.4

Standard Constraints

The class of “standard
constraints” was introduced in [16], as a restriction to the con?
straint matrix
for which the Parametric Schedulability query ( see Section  4.3 )
could be decided efficiently.
Definition 1. A constraint is said to be a standard constraint, if it can be expressed
as a strict difference relationship between at most two jobs. The relationship could be
expressed between their start or finish times.
These constraints are also known as monotone constraints in the literature [6]. Standard constraints serve to model relative positioning requirements between two jobs and
R
absolute constraints on a single job. When the constraints are standard, the matrix
in System (2) is network unimodular [5, 13] and hence the constraint system can be
represented as a network graph [21, 4].
The advantage of the network representation is that certain feasibility queries in
the primal system can be expressed as shortest-path queries in the corresponding dual
network [4]. Standard constraints are widely used to model temporal relationships in
flight-control systems [11, 12].
3.5

Network Constraints

Network constraints are a straightforward generalization of standard constraints.
Definition 2. A constraint is said to be a network constraint, if it can be put in the
following form:
o;t< \ S O3t<'uvExw= > \ SYy  >6u S nh
(4)
where o;O3w=

y n _bz

.

Network constraints can also be represented as graphs [6, 1]; however the relationships between adjacent vertices form a polyhedron and are not adequately represented
through edges, as in the case of standard constraints. Once again, the advantage of the
graph representation is the existence of faster algorithms for feasibility checking as
opposed to general constraints. Network constraints find wide applicability in approximating certain measures [19].
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3.6

Arbitrary Constraints

Job completion statistics such as Sum of Completion times and Weighted Sum of Completion times of jobs are of interest to the designers of real-time systems [25]. These
8
statistics are aggregate constraints { \@| 2 }< \ S > \ % and cannot be captured through either standard or network constraints.

4 Query model in E-T-C
Goal: We wish to determine a start time vector C A , in each scheduling window, such that
the constraint system (1) holds ( is not violated ) at run-time for any execution time
vector D~
A _a .
The above specification ( called the schedulability specification ) is rather vague and
is intended to be so; in this section, we shall present three different formalizations of the
informal specification above. Each formalization ( specification ) has a different notion
of what it means for a job-set to be schedulable and is characterized by a distinct set of
complexity issues and flexibility concerns. However, in all the specifications the guarantees provided are absolute i.e. if the schedulability query is decided affirmatively, then
the constraint set will not be violated at run time. We also use the terms schedulability
query and schedulability predicate to refer to the schedulability specification.
4.1

Static Scheduling

Static scheduling ( also called Scheduling with no Clairvoyance ) is concerned with
deciding the following predicate:

X C
A   <=23<&416676<78  fD A i >=2=J>3457676J>38  _ba

?

G 

ZBC A 3D A FE A

(5)

In other words, the goal is to determine the existence of a single start-time vector
, such that the constraint system represented by (1) holds. The only information
that is available prior to the dispatching of jobs in the *!, scheduling window is the
knowledge of the execution time domain a .
In [23], we showed that the above proposition can be decided efficiently for arbitrary
convex domains. From a computational perspective, query (5) is the easiest to answer.
Static Scheduling is the only mode of scheduling at one’s disposal, if the dispatcher
does not have the power to perform online computations; in fact )&% dispatching time
is one of the advantages of static scheduling [24].

C
A _bz 8

4.2

Co-Static Scheduling

Static scheduling is unduly restrictive in that even simple constraint sets will fail to have
static schedules [22]. The restrictiveness of Static Scheduling stems from the insistence
on rational solution vectors. If however, the solution vector is allowed to be a function
of the execution time vector, then a greater amount of flexibility results. In Co-Static
Scheduling ( also called Scheduling with total Clairvoyance ), the assumption is that
the execution time vector is known at the start of the scheduling window, although it
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may be different in different windows. Accordingly, we wish to decide the following
predicate:



fD A i > 2 J> 4 6676> 8  _Na

? C D
G 

 C
A H < 2 < 4 6767< 8 
@BA 3A ]E A

(6)

Co-static scheduling permits maximum flexibility during the dispatching phase, in
that if a constraint system is not co-statically schedulable, then it is not schedulable.
However, query (6) is coNP-complete for arbitrary constraint sets, as shown in [22].
We have recently shown that the co-static schedulable query is solvable in polynomial
time for standard and network constraints [20]. Co-static scheduling queries are applicable in Flow-shops [15].
4.3

Parametric Scheduling

Co-static scheduling requires knowledge of the execution time vector for a particular
scheduling window, prior to determining the start time vector for that window. This may
not be feasible in all real-time systems. Parametric scheduling ( also called Scheduling
with limited Clairvoyance ) attempts to provide a balance between the Static an CoStatic scheduling modes. In a parametric schedule, the start time of a job is permitted
to depend upon the start and execution times of jobs that have been sequenced before
it and only on those times. In this mode, we restrict our discussion to aph domains,
inasmuch as this simple domain preserves the hardness of schedulability queries. Thus,
the parametric schedulability predicate is:

T$

?
G 



<32Tfh>52 _  l!2=)m2 <74Tf>34 _  lW41)mh4#$76 <&8fh>38 _  lW8hJm;8  Z BC A =D A E A
(7)

5 A Taxonomy of Scheduling problems
From the discussion in the above sections, it is clear that in order to specify an instance
of a scheduling problem in the E-T-C scheduling framework, it is necessary to specify:

a
– The nature of the execution time domain
? ( ),
– The type of constraints on the jobs ( ), and
  
– A description of the schedulability query ( 


 

).

Thus, a problem instance can be specified by instantiating the tuples in the
triplet, where,

kX T s

represents the execution time domain a - The following values are permissible
for  :
 aph - a is an axis-parallel hyper-rectangle,
 poly - a is a polyhedron
 arb - a is an arbitrary convex domain.
Clearly aph is the weakest domain in terms of what can be specified and arb is
the strongest.
? R
–  represents the constraint matrix   U % -  can assume the following values:

–
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R

stan - The constraints are standard which implies that and U are network,
unimodular matrices.
 net - The constraints are network which implies that R and H have at most
two non-zero entries in any row
 arb - R and H are an arbitrary KMLI rational matrices
Once again stan is the weakest constraint class, in terms of real-time constraints
that it can model, whereas arb is the strongest.
–  represents the schedulability predicate - The schedulability predicate specifies
what it means for a set of jobs to be schedulable; the following values are permitted:
 stat - The query is concerned with static schedulability,
 co-stat - The query is concerned with co-static schedulability,
 param - The query is concerned with parametric schedulability.
Clearly co-stat is the most flexible query and stat is the least flexible.
Accordingly, o&; o p5O5 <6o j represents an instance of a real-time scheduling
problem, in which the execution time domain is an axis-parallel hyper-rectangle, the
constraints are arbitrary and the schedulability predicate is static. Our notation scheme
is similar to the X  Q scheme for traditional scheduling models [14, 3].

6 Offline Analysis versus Online Dispatching
Scheduling algorithms in the E-T-C model possess an offline schedulability analyzer
and an online dispatching component The analyzer examines the constraints on the
system and the type of schedulability query involved, to determine whether a feasible
schedule is possible. This analysis is always carried out offline. The dispatching component is concerned with determining the exact start times of the jobs in the current
scheduling window. Dispatching is always carried out online.
For a given instance of a scheduling problem, the offline analyzer is executed exactly once. If the schedulability query is decided affirmatively, the online dispatcher is
executed in every scheduling window.
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